CAE Ready for Work Program

Partnering to create new technicians

The CAE Ready for Work program is designed to create a pipeline of new technician candidates and prepare them for the workplace by elevating technician competency.

Ready-For-Work program

- 5 core features – a scalable solution in finding the right candidates and giving them the competencies to succeed
- Customized and flexible – training that makes the most efficient use of time while still having the impact you need
- Consistent standards throughout the maintenance network – multiple locations all operating within standard procedures
- Onboard technicians with your SOPs and work parameters
- Program tailored to address unique needs of your operation
- Competency-based training ensures skill level mastery, not just theory
- Training path makes training events predictable for crew scheduling and budgeting needs

For more information:
US +1 (800) 527-2463 +1 (972) 456-8000
EMEAA +44-1444-247535

Your worldwide training partner of choice